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Predicting particle and heat fluxes in the scrape off layer (SOL) to material surfaces is critically

important to the design of future magnetic confinement devices. Predictive models of the SOL

suffer from imprecision due to an incomplete understanding of non-local particle transport, a

significant proportion of which is contributed by filaments. Models for the motion of filaments

were historically two dimensional with closure schemes employed to account for current dis-

sipation in the third dimension. However it has recently been shown that gradients in electron

density parallel to the magnetic field can drive the dynamics of filaments away from the inter-

change motion observed in 2D models. In this work fully 3D non-linear simulations of filaments

are conducted in BOUT++ in a simulation geometry based on a SOL flux tube in MAST. An

invariant scaling analysis of the governing equations shows that the dynamics are controlled by

a combination of plasma parameters, magnetic parameters and filament parameters. By fixing

the magnetic geometry and filament size we find that the dynamics are controlled by two plasma

parameters; the background electron density and the electron temperature. When density is in-

creased and/or temperature is reduced the filament exhibits the classic 2D interchange motion,

which can be strongly augmented by the magnetic geometry. Conversely when temperature is

increased and/or density decreased the filament is strongly affected by parallel gradients. This

can drive resistive driftwaves which cause the filament to break up rapidly. This can also drive

Boltzmann spinning, a non-linear process by which the filament self organises and spins on an

axis. This spinning halts the radial transport of the filament, before drift waves are driven. The

transition between these two dynamic regimes is observed in BOUT++ simulations by a mea-

surement of a correllation parameter. Particle fluxes are calculated in the field aligned, flux and

toroidal coordinate systems and show the expected reduction in radial transport as the filament

transitions from the interchange regime to the Boltzmann regime.
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